MATERIALS:
5 drawings
prototypes
Adobe Illustrator

DRAWING THROUGH
THE MAKING CENTER

IN CLASS ASSIGNMENT:

TRANSPARENT ILLUSION -

TRANSLATING THE DRAWINGS
STICKER PRINTING – Graphics Lab, 2 W. 13th, 10th floor
Scanning
Go to Applications, Image Capture and scan at 300 dpi
Save your scans on a thumb drive or e-mail the files to yourself
Naming Conventions
Last Name_First Name_Clearglossy.ai
Color Mode
Make sure you choose RGB

Embedding
You must EMBED YOUR FILE
You will have this option on the top of the window when you place your scan into Illustrator

Layers
Make sure you create two layers.
Place your drawing on the first layer, name it and lock the layer.
Create a second layer and name it "Cut Lines." Only use this layer for drawing in Illustrator.

Cut Lines
Use the pen tool to create lines around your images.
Leave room between the image and the line to allow for a slight shift
Make sure you use MAGENTA for the stroke color. Keep the stroke size at 1 pt. and no fill.

Format for Saving your File
only save as an .AI or .EPS document

Create an E-Mail and Send to graphicslaborders@newschool.edu
Attach your AI or EPS sticker file and make sure to answer the following questions in the body of the e-mail
1. How many copies of your stickers do you want? (According to the size of your sticker, you should be
able to print 5 or more stickers on one sheet of 28 x 3" inches of printable vinyl.)
5 stickers on one sheet of 28 x 3 vinyl
2. What material would you like to print on? (They currently have White Matte, White Glossy and Clear
Glossy.)
Print on Clear Glossy please

Buying the Vinyl
After the lab approves your sticker set up for printing, you will receive a link to buy the material.

After purchasing the material, email the receipt back to the lab so they can print your stickers

